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Chapter 2241: The best girl (4) 

 

“Do you remember the person you asked me to find out about who exchanged souls with the venomous 

snake?” 

Nangong Nuannuan’s eyes turned cold. you think he did it? ” 

“Just like you said, hypnotism takes a lot of the hypnotist’s willpower. It’s a very tiring thing, and 

someone like Feng shengxuan is definitely not one of the people who will be hypnotized. But you also 

said that he had a strange relationship with you and Baili Yue. Anyone could see through it at a glance, 

but he couldn’t. There is indeed a possibility of hypnosis. Today, bring Feng shengxuan to Ziyu’s place. If 

we can confirm that he’s been hypnotized, I think the person who can hypnotize him is most likely that 

man who can even change his soul.” 

“did you detect any information about that man’s activities?” 

“we’ve detected him once, but he only appeared in cyber nation for a short while. we didn’t manage to 

detect his hiding spot, so we can’t make a move yet.” 

alright, ” Nangong Nuannuan nodded. I’ll bring big brother there today. 

Then, he continued to ask,”what about you?” You asked me to take big brother to see it, aren’t you 

going?” 

chi yang gently kissed nuan nuan’s forehead and said,”Ning Wenhao sent me a message yesterday. He 

said that he had something to do with the special command unit and that he might be busy with it for 

the next few days. But don’t worry, there’s not much to do. I’ll come find you when I have time.” 

When Nuan Nuan heard that her brother chiyang would have time to accompany her, she was instantly 

happy. 

She didn’t have a big heart. Brother chiyang was usually busy with work, and his working hours were 

uncertain. Sometimes he was free, and sometimes he wouldn’t see her for more than ten days or even 

dozens of days. So, as long as he could stay by her side for one more minute, she would be happy. 

She got up and took the initiative to kiss her dear husband on the lips. The two of them really got up. 

Feng shengxuan was completely different from Nuan chiyang, who had bathed in the light of love three 

times and had a good night’s rest. Feng shengxuan couldn’t fall asleep last night and stayed awake until 

dawn. 

Even though he did not fall asleep, he still woke up at nine in the morning. After washing up, she went 

downstairs for breakfast with a calm expression. However, no matter how leisurely he strolled, he still 

couldn’t restrain his sinister aura. 

“Big brother, I’ll take you somewhere after breakfast.” 

“Where?” 



“You’ll know when you get there.” Nuannuan didn’t say. Because if he knew, he would definitely not go. 

“You’re not going?” Feng shengxuan looked at Chi Yang. 

“I have something to do in the special command unit.” 

Feng shengxuan, who had been so gloomy a moment ago, suddenly brightened up when he heard that 

he was going on a date with Nuannuan alone. 

“That’s good. Nuannuan, where are you taking me?” Feng shengxuan asked happily. 

“I’ll take you to eat something good.” 

Feng shengxuan looked at Chi Yang happily and smugly. He felt that his Nuan Nuan was the best girl in 

the world. 

“Alright,” he said. 

After old man Chi and second uncle greeted Nuan Nuan and Chi Yang, they all sat down for breakfast. 

They had nothing to say about Feng shengxuan’s childish behavior. 

After dinner and bidding farewell to brother chiyang, Nangong Nuannuan took Feng shengxuan to 

Huang zichu’s house. 

After the assassination attempt, Chi Yang arranged for Huang zichu and Huang Ziyu to stay in a 

courtyard in the suburbs of the Emperor province. 

Although there weren’t many people here, the Eagle Special Forces was not far from this courtyard. No 

one would dare to be rough with the Eagle Special Forces. 

Chapter 2242: A restless patient (5) 

 

So, when Feng shengxuan saw Nangong Nuannuan drive the car to this courtyard, he raised an eyebrow 

in curiosity but didn’t ask. 

huang zichu and huang ziyu knew that their sister-in-law was coming to see them and were very happy. 

When he saw Huang zichu and Huang Ziyu smiling outside the car, Feng shengxuan’s eyes narrowed. He 

turned to Nangong Nuannuan and asked, ” “You were the one who cured that crippled leg?” 

“Yes.” Nuan Nuan nodded, then turned to Feng shengxuan and said, ” “Didn’t I tell you before that King 

didn’t die? When brother chiyang and I went to look for the two of them, we happened to see King 

sending people to kill them. I saved them and treated Huang zichu’s leg at the same time.” 

Feng shengxuan suddenly exuded an extremely cold aura. 

“King?” 

“Yeah,” Nangong Nuannuan nodded. 

How did you know it was King? ” 



“They said it themselves.” 

“You believe what they say? What’s your profession?” 

nangong nuannuan smiled and replied,”the professionals told me that they were sent by King.” although 

the website to receive the suspended kill order has changed and the firewall is different, i’ve lived in KE 

for such a long time. do you think i would make a mistake because of King’s order?” 

Seeing that Feng shengxuan’s aura was getting colder and gloomier, Nangong Nuannuan asked, ” “Why 

are you so angry?” 

Feng shengxuan’s yin Chi didn’t decrease because of this. Instead, the aura around him became more 

and more dangerous. 

“It’s nothing, I just feel that he deserves to die!” 

Seeing how Feng shengxuan was gritting his teeth, Nangong Nuannuan patted his shoulder. get out of 

the car! 

“Sister-in-law, you’re here! Brother Chi said that you were coming, so I prepared the food in advance. 

It’s all your favorite food!” 

when huang ziyu saw nangong nuannuan get out of the car, he held her arm affectionately. 

to the siblings, nangong nuannuan was their benefactor. Therefore, Huang Ziyu didn’t need to put in too 

much effort to cook for his benefactor. 

“Alright,” he said. When she heard that there was good food, Nuan Nuan’s mood brightened. She looked 

at Huang zichu, who was standing tall and smiling at them, and asked, ” “zichu, how’s your leg?” 

“I have no problem walking now.” 

Ever since he was injured, Huang zichu never thought that he would be able to stand up again. Even in 

his dreams, he never thought that he would be able to stand up again and become a top-tier Special 

Forces soldier. 

Even though he had retired, Flying Eagle’s personnel was decided by the boss. So, even though he had 

been forced to retire, he and Ziyu still worked for Flying Eagle. 

Now, his leg was much better. Not only that, he even felt that the blood circulation in his leg had 

accelerated, which was even better than when he was at his peak. So, he was very confident that when 

his leg was fully recovered, he would be more powerful than before. 

Nangong Nuannuan glanced at Huang zichu’s leg and asked, ” “Did you do any intense exercise?” 

Huang zichu’s face turned green. Huang Ziyu, who was at the side, immediately complained, ” sister-in-

law, you told him to only limit himself to walking, but not only is he not limited to walking, he also runs. 

Not only does he run, but he also runs with weights, and then he also does other rigorous leg training. 

“Ziyu!” Huang zichu tried to stop her, his eyes sparkling as he looked at Nangong Nuannuan. 

Nangong Nuannuan was still smiling, but in Huang zichu’s eyes, she looked extremely depressed. 



“Have you thought about it?” 

Chapter 2243: Ziyu’s ability (1) 

 

Huang zichu immediately stood up straight, his back straight. He was just short of saluting Nangong 

Nuannuan. 

“Yes, I do.” 

“If you do, then do as I say. I’m not trying to scare you, but I’m telling you a very serious fact. Your leg 

was seriously injured. Even if the operation went smoothly, every blood vessel, even the capillaries, 

were sutured bit by bit by me with a needle. If you tear the stitches, it won’t be a neat wound like an 

injury. although i can still help you reattach a wound like this and let you stand up again, your dream of 

being a soldier or a special forces soldier will be completely shattered.” 

Huang zichu and Huang Ziyu’s faces turned pale from fear. Huang Ziyu immediately asked, ” “sister-in-

law, my brother’s leg is still recovering ...” 

Seeing that Huang zichu was frightened and his ears were red from guilt, Nangong Nuannuan stopped 

scolding him. She looked at the blood vessels on his legs that were gradually bulging and said, ” “Some 

of the blood vessels in his leg have already formed thrombosis. I’ll have to deal with it for him later.” 

“how should we deal with ran ran?” 

“acupuncture and cupping.” 

“Will my brother’s leg recover in the future?” Hearing his sister’s question, Huang zichu’s face was filled 

with anxiety. 

“I can still do it. However, if you don’t listen to me, I don’t know if you’ll be able to do it again.” 

“Sister-in-law, I was wrong! i was too eager to recover and didn’t listen to your advice. But now that I 

know how important it is, don’t worry, I’ll definitely listen to the doctor’s advice.” 

alright, I’ll forgive you this time on account of the delicious food Ziyu made for me. 

“Thank you, sister-in-law!” 

Feng shengxuan had already walked up to them and asked disdainfully, ” “you just brought me here to 

eat at this restaurant? This restaurant doesn’t taste good. Let’s go to another one.” 

He didn’t forget that the brother and sister were Xiao shenbin’s friends. 

with that, he turned around coldly and was about to leave. 

“I didn’t bring you here to eat. although i did come here to eat, you are not.” Nuan Nuan’s words 

successfully made Feng shengxuan stop in his tracks. He turned to look at Nuan Nuan, his eyes full of 

questions. 

It was obvious that he had been tricked, but Feng shengxuan didn’t show any impatience in his eyes. His 

attitude was very good. 



nuan nuan dragged feng shengxuan to huang ziyu and said, ” “Look at him carefully.” 

Huang Ziyu had received the order, so of course, she knew what her sister-in-law meant. So, she started 

to stare at Feng shengxuan’s eyes carefully. 

the cold air around feng shengxuan dispersed with a whoosh. huang ziyu, who had been sizing him up, 

felt an inexplicable pressure, and he lost his balance and fell to the ground. 

even huang zichu was forced to take a few steps back before he could stabilize himself. he looked at 

feng shengxuan in shock. 

only nangong nuannuan, who was beside him, had shifted her feet without leaving a trace when he 

released this aura. she had shifted the gravitational fluctuations that she could see to another place, so 

she was not affected. 

“Big brother!” nangong nuannuan called feng shengxuan’s name, and only then did he retract his 

sinister aura. 

“I’m taking you here to see a doctor today. The person treating you is Ziyu, you should let him take a 

good look at you.” 

He had originally thought that Nangong Nuannuan had failed to persuade Baili Yue yesterday, so she 

wanted to make a match for him today. He had not expected that she would actually let Huang Ziyu, this 

little girl, treat him. 

Chapter 2244: hypnosis (2) 

 

“What illness is it that you can’t see but she has to see?” 

you might not believe me if I tell you, so let Ziyu take a look first. 

there’s no need to look, sister-in-law. I can already confirm it. Huang Ziyu didn’t seem to mind. He got 

up from the ground and said to Nuannuan, ” “Brother Feng was indeed hypnotized.” 

Feng shengxuan’s eyes narrowed. what did you say? ” 

“Brother Feng, actually, I already noticed something when you first came here with sister Yue, but 

because I wasn’t familiar with you, I didn’t tell you. But today, sister-in-law came to me and asked me to 

take a look at you. That’s why I’m telling you the truth. You’ve indeed been hypnotized.” 

Feng shengxuan looked at Huang Ziyu, who didn’t seem to be joking. After a moment of silence, he 

asked, ” “You can help me get rid of the hypnosis?” 

Nangong Nuannuan looked at Feng shengxuan in surprise. She hadn’t even explained herself, and he 

had already believed her? 

“I don’t know. I can only try to help you. the pressure you gave off just now was so strong. it’s clear that 

you’re a person with very strong willpower and spiritual power. Although my spiritual power has been 

different from ordinary people since I was young, I can’t guarantee that I’ll be able to help you.” 



“Then let’s try.” 

“Alright. Then come with me!” Ziyu didn’t hesitate and immediately led the way. 

Nangong Nuannuan walked up to Feng shengxuan and asked, ” “Big brother, big brother chiyang is just 

guessing. Even I don’t really believe it, so why did you believe it so easily?” 

Feng shengxuan glanced at Nangong Nuannuan and said, ” “because i trust you.” 

Seeing that he was trying to seduce her again, and in front of her brother chiyang and brother, 

Nuannuan quickly corrected him, ” “speak human language!” 

“The world is full of wonders. She’s only helping me see if she can dispel the hypnosis. It’s not a bad 

thing for me. ” 

” aren’t you afraid that ziyu will hypnotize you? ” 

feng shengxuan glanced at the confused nuan nuan and asked, ” “If she can hypnotize me, it means that 

there are other people in this world who can hypnotize me. Then, shouldn’t I let her see it? Besides, 

don’t I still have you? Would you let someone implant something forceful in my brain?” 

Nangong Nuannuan nodded. She really did not know how to. 

So, Feng shengxuan’s IQ was really high, but why was his EQ so low? Such a person, even if the hypnosis 

was removed, her emotional intelligence would still be low, right? 

Huang Ziyu called Feng shengxuan and Nangong Nuan Nuan to a dark room and had them lie down on a 

recliner. He sat down next to Feng shengxuan. 

Just as Feng shengxuan had expected, Huang Ziyu took out a pocket watch. The pocket watch’s chain 

was hanging on Huang Ziyu’s finger, swinging back and forth. big brother Feng, ” Huang Ziyu said to Feng 

shengxuan, ” relax your body. Don’t move your head. Just follow this watch with your eyes. 

Feng shengxuan’s eyes flashed with impatience at the sight of such a clumsy hypnosis, but he still did it. 

“Brother Feng, the person you like is actually Baili Yue, right?” 

Feng shengxuan looked at Huang Ziyu unhappily. His eyes narrowed and he said in a domineering tone, ” 

“The person I like is Nuannuan. Even if she has a fiancé now, my feelings for Nuannuan will not change.” 

“Oh, really? Then what do you think of sister Yue? I’ve heard from sister-in-law that when sister Yue was 

injured, your entire aura was about to explode. Those who hurt sister Yue, you didn’t let a single one of 

them go.” 

Chapter 2245: saving baili yue (3) 

 

” you’re a cold and aloof person. if you really don’t like her, why do you care so much about her? ” 

“She’s my friend, a friend that I can risk my life for. Was there a problem? Are you here to persuade me 

or to undo my hypnosis?” Feng shengxuan asked, displeased. 



“There are many kinds of life and death friendship. Sister-in-law and sister Yue are also life and death 

friends, but if you had not been paying attention to sister Yue’s matters at that time, you bunch of 

young men would not have discovered that sister Yue was in danger. So just admit it, you actually have 

feelings for sister Yue, you just don’t know it. ” 

Feng shengxuan looked at Huang Ziyu’s aggressive eyes and sneered, ” “You don’t know your place. 

don’t use your way of thinking to judge me. ” 

” alright, then i’ll change my question. if one day you find that sister-in-law and sister yue are in danger 

at the same time, who will you save? ” 

” are you sure you’re a hypnotist? are you here to hypnotize me and not to make me make a choice? ” 

feng shengxuan’s eyes had turned completely cold as he looked at huang ziyu with a sinister look. 

“Brother Feng, sister-in-law already has a fiancé. She and her fiancé are very in love. If you really loved 

her, why didn’t you try to destroy her?” 

How do you know I didn’t destroy it? Feng shengxuan wanted to ask her a question, but when he 

remembered that Nuannuan was right next to him, he held it in. 

huang ziyu continued to ask,”if you love my sister-in-law so much, why do you care so much about sister 

yue?” You still haven’t answered me. If sister-in-law and sister Yue were in danger at the same time, 

who would you save first?” 

As soon as he finished speaking, the pocket watch suddenly stopped shaking. With a ” crack “, the 

pocket watch split in the middle. There was a photo in the open pocket watch. It was Baili Yue. 

It was quiet all around. Feng shengxuan looked at the photo on his pocket watch and sneered, ” “Alright, 

I think your hypnotist is most likely a fake. let’s do this.” 

After he finished speaking, he stood up. 

however, the moment he stood up, the room suddenly became empty. Huang Ziyu and Nangong 

Nuannuan, who had been sitting beside him, had also disappeared. 

feng shengxuan’s brows furrowed. he looked around at the pure white surroundings, closed his eyes, 

and shook his head. 

When he opened his eyes again, he was surrounded by a sea of fire! 

bang! Feng shengxuan reacted, and he had already pulled the trigger of his rocket cannon. The anger in 

his heart made him instantly remember that he was here to save Bai Liyue. 

That traitor Fujiwara actually colluded with the Viper to kill Baili Yue! 

Feng shengxuan’s eyes were filled with anger. He immediately attacked the person who was walking 

towards him with a smile. he remembered that this man was fujiwara’s assistant! 

one by one, his enemies fell behind him. feng shengxuan killed fujiwara’s assistant without hesitation. 

Feng shengxuan’s face was filled with extreme anger at the thought of that severely injured woman. At 

this moment, even if he destroyed the world, it would not be enough to vent his anger. 



Feng shengxuan didn’t want to reveal too much of his strength in front of a bunch of nobodies. After all, 

he had Aiden and Darchi behind him. But now, he felt that his mind was filled with anger. He used his 

fastest speed to blow up those who tried to kill and bully her. 

After blowing up Fujiwara’s group of bastards, Feng shengxuan suddenly remembered something. He 

quickly ran to the other side of the cliff. 

Chapter 2246: Nuan Nuan, why did you kill Yue ‘er (4) 

 

as if something was guiding him, he quickly found bai liyue while eden and dunchi were still in shock. 1 

The dumb woman had hidden her collarbone in a tiny crack between a rock. this was a mountain range, 

and there was no way for him to drag her out. 

Feng shengxuan was infuriated when he saw her covered in blood. He was angrier than when Aiden or 

danqi were trapped in there. Feng shengxuan picked up the rocket cannon and blasted the mountain 

into pieces. He used his body to protect the silly woman from the falling rocks. 

it was not easy to get bai liyue out of the stone. looking at him, who was covered in blood and had a 

high fever, feng shengxuan felt that his blood had frozen. 

Just as he was about to turn around and ask Nangong Nuannuan to check on Baili Yue, he suddenly felt a 

murderous intent approaching. Almost subconsciously, Feng shengxuan rolled to the side with Baili Yue 

in his arms. 

By the time he steadied himself and looked over, there was already a hole in the place where Bai Liyue 

had been lying. The person who was holding the gun was none other than Nangong Nuannuan. 

Feng shengxuan’s pupils contracted. He could not believe it. He asked angrily, ” “Nuannuan, why?” 

“No reason. Don’t you want to have me? i promise to be with you, but get out of my way. i’m going to 

kill her. ” 

Then, without giving Feng shengxuan a chance to catch his breath, he shot Bai Liyue in the head without 

hesitation. 

feng shengxuan was still in shock. when he saw that she had really fired again, he quickly turned around 

and pounced on nangong nuannuan. 

Seeing this, Nangong Nuannuan laughed coldly and suddenly disappeared. 

When she reappeared, she was already in front of Baili Yue. Although the gun had been fired, Nangong 

Nuannuan was still sent flying by Feng shengxuan, who was five meters away, in her shock. 

The next moment, Feng shengxuan came to Bai Liyue’s side, picked her up, and prepared to run. 

Nangong Nuannuan’s speed was too fast, and every move she made was aimed at taking Baili Yue’s life. 

In the end, Feng shengxuan had no choice but to start fighting with Nangong Nuannuan. 



However, Nangong Nuannuan was too powerful. He realized that even after using all his skills, he could 

not keep her in check. 

“Nuannuan, why are you doing this? She was Yue ‘er! Why did you kill her?” 

“Because she deserves to die. If she doesn’t die, you won’t be able to wake up!” 

nangong nuannuan didn’t give feng shengxuan any time to play the family card. she fired at baili yue, 

but the shot was blocked by a mysterious force from feng shengxuan. 

Shock flashed across Nangong Nuannuan’s eyes. In a flash, she reappeared behind Feng shengxuan. 

She was about to attack, but Feng shengxuan stopped her and kicked her in the stomach. 

Nangong Nuannuan took a few steps back from the impact and then suddenly disappeared. 

outside the dream, nangong nuannuan was sitting on a recliner in feng shengxuan, listening to his 

conversation with huang ziyu. Seeing that he was already angry, Nangong Nuannuan was still wondering 

why Ziyu had said those things to provoke Feng shengxuan when Feng shengxuan had already told Ziyu, 

” Let’s do it this way.” 

Nangong Nuannuan had thought that he would stand up and walk away, but to her surprise, he closed 

his eyes in a fit of anger after he said that. 

Nangong Nuannuan had seen countless types of hypnosis, but this was the first time she had seen a 

woman of this level. 

Chapter 2247: The black thing (5) 

 

Nangong Nuannuan’s eyes were filled with admiration when she looked at Huang Ziyu. 

After all, she knew how strong Feng shengxuan was and how freakish his spiritual power was. She could 

actually hypnotize such a person while talking! 

Simply ... 

The word ‘bull’ could no longer be used to describe Huang Ziyu. 

Huang Ziyu had told her that Feng shengxuan’s mental strength was too strong, so she had to focus and 

was not to be disturbed. 

after seeing that feng shengxuan had been hypnotized, nangong nuannuan sat closer to protect huang 

ziyu and feng shengxuan. at the same time, she also wanted to see what changes would happen to a 

person’s brain after being hypnotized. 

After the hypnosis, Feng shengxuan entered the ” domain ” that Huang Ziyu had designed for him. In 

that domain, Huang Ziyu was the master. 

As the plot developed, Nangong Nuannuan realized that Feng shengxuan’s brain cells had increased, and 

he was exercising more and more intensely. 



Huang Ziyu was also shocked to find out that Feng shengxuan was no ordinary person in this ‘domain’. 

Not only was his mental strength freakishly strong, but even though he had already entered her domain, 

he did not seem to have much of an advantage against her. 

Huang Ziyu’s feelings could no longer be described as shock. 

She had tried her best to kill Bai Liyue. She could feel that Bai Liyue was the key to Feng shengxuan’s 

hypnosis. 

However, she was a God in her domain, but when she was facing Feng shengxuan, she could only gain 

the upper hand. 

Huang Ziyu was depressed. The longer she spent in there, the more her mental power would be 

consumed. 

Outside, Nangong Nuan Nuan watched as Huang Ziyu placed his hand on Feng shengxuan’s head, but 

beads of sweat were already forming on his forehead. 

she could only see that feng shengxuan’s brain activity was getting faster and more intense. but in the 

dream, she couldn’t see clearly what had happened between feng shengxuan and huang ziyu. 

finally, feng shengxuan used all his strength to fight nangong nuannuan. in the end, he didn’t hold back 

at all. however, he realized that no matter how hard he tried, nangong nuannuan always won. 

Finally, when Feng shengxuan’s power had been exhausted to a certain extent, Nangong Nuannuan 

suddenly split into two. One was fighting with Feng shengxuan, while the other was stabbing at Baili 

Yue, who was on the ground. 

“don’t!” 

Feng shengxuan couldn’t care less about the knife that was coming for his chest. He turned around and 

pounced at Bai Liyue without any regard for his life. 

However, he was still one step slower than Nangong Nuannuan. 

Just as the knife was about to stab into Baili Yue’s chest, something in Feng shengxuan’s eyes started to 

shake violently. Just as Nangong Nuannuan was about to break, Baili Yue, who was on the ground, 

suddenly opened her eyes and hit her with a palm. 

Outside the dream realm, Nangong Nuannuan had been observing the cell activity in Feng shengxuan’s 

brain. All of a sudden, she saw something black coming out from the roots of Feng shengxuan’s brain 

cells. 

It had only appeared for a moment, and it was ready to dissipate. 

Nangong Nuannuan’s eyes widened. She pulled out the silver needles and was about to touch the black 

thing. although she didn’t know what the black thing was, she instinctively resisted and hated it, so she 

was ready to stab it without mercy. 

Chapter 2248: Ziyu in trouble (1) 

 



Just as it was about to Pierce Feng hengxuan’s head, Huang Ziyu, who had been sweating profusely, 

suddenly spat out a large mouthful of blood. 

“Ziyu!” 

Nangong Nuan Nuan called out and hurriedly supported Huang Ziyu who was falling backward. 

Without Huang Ziyu’s domain to support the DREAM, Feng shengxuan’s eyes flew open. 

The moment he opened his eyes, they were still filled with madness and ruthlessness. However, when 

he saw the scene in the room, he completely forgot everything that he had experienced in his dream. 

After a moment of confusion, Feng shengxuan finally remembered that Huang Ziyu had been discussing 

Nuan Nuan and that stupid woman, Baili Yue, with him. 

He stood up angrily and was about to leave, but 

feng shengxuan frowned as he watched nangong nuannuan carry the unconscious huang ziyu to the bed 

and give her an injection. 

Although he had agreed to receive treatment, he did not believe that he was hypnotized at all. 

Moreover, he didn’t believe that Huang Ziyu, this little girl, could be hypnotized by such a person. 

As the world’s top mercenaries, they had once been hypnotized by the world’s top hypnotist. However, 

almost all 3s-level mercenaries had extremely strong willpower and mental strength. No matter how 

powerful the hypnotist’s technique was, as long as they focused their mind, they would not be 

hypnotized. 

However, he was clearly about to leave just now, but now he sat up from the recliner and couldn’t 

remember what had happened before. 

Looking at the blood on the ground, even if Feng shengxuan didn’t want to admit it, he had to admit that 

Yingluo had been completely hypnotized. 

Furthermore, he could not remember what he had experienced after the hypnosis. 

frowning, feng shengxuan realized the severity of the situation. he was filled with gratitude towards the 

unconscious huang ziyu. 

“How is she?” Looking at Huang Ziyu’s pale face, who still showed no signs of waking up, Feng 

shengxuan asked with concern. 

Huang zichu, who was standing outside the door, heard the commotion inside. He opened the door and 

entered immediately. 

Following Huang zichu in was a frequent guest of the royal family-the person in charge of Angel Medical 

research base, Gu Mingcheng. 

Seeing that Huang Ziyu was unconscious, Gu Mingcheng didn’t care about anything else. He immediately 

rushed to Huang Ziyu’s side and touched her neck. After making sure that the artery was still beating 

seriously, he heaved a sigh of relief and asked, ” “Chairman, what happened to Ziyu?” 



Feng shengxuan didn’t know what had happened between Eric and Huang Ziyu. Seeing how the 3s-level 

assassin, who used to kill without blinking an eye, was now so careful in front of Huang Ziyu, as if he was 

protecting a fragile treasure, his heart stirred. He inexplicably thought of what Baili Yue had said to him 

last night. She said that she, Baili Yue, would never give him any more feelings in this life. She would 

never love him again, and she would never pay attention to him again. If I continue to be so cheap and 

harm myself and others, she would be struck by lightning and die a terrible death! 

Feng shengxuan’s heart sank when he saw Eric’s anxious face. 

Although he really didn’t want to care about that woman, he knew that she had always been 

determined. So, should he try to coax her? 

After all, even a pervert like Eric had a girl he liked. Should he really try to divert his attention? 
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When he thought of Bai Liyue, Feng shengxuan immediately cast her figure out of the depths of his 

mind. 

No, the person he loved was Nuannuan. How could he betray his own love after Nuannuan had betrayed 

him? 

One could choose not to be with the person they loved, but one could not give up on their love. 

That was what Feng shengxuan was thinking. 

Gu Mingcheng looked worriedly at Nangong Nuannuan, who was pursing her lips tightly and not saying a 

word. Nangong Nuannuan was very serious in performing acupuncture on Huang Ziyu and did not care 

about the questions of others. 

It was only when Huang Ziyu had passed the danger that he heaved a sigh of relief and looked up at the 

crowd. 

“She’s fine. She’s very weak now and needs to sleep. Don’t disturb her. If she doesn’t wake up for lunch 

or dinner, don’t wake her up. Sleep will help her recover her mental strength.” 

“Alright,” he said. Huang zichu and Gu Mingcheng both nodded. 

brother, what happened in your dream after Ziyu hypnotized you? ” 

Feng shengxuan answered Nangong Nuannuan’s question honestly, ” “I don’t remember. It seems like 

something has happened that makes me very angry.” 

“You don’t remember at all?” Nangong Nuannuan asked in surprise. After all, it was a very rare thing for 

them to be envious. 



“Yes, I can’t remember at all. i felt like i was experiencing something very real in my dream, and i was 

very angry. but the moment i opened my eyes, i couldn’t remember anything.” 

“You can’t remember most of it?” nuan continued to ask, not giving up. 

“Yes, I am. I probably don’t remember.” 

gu mingcheng also looked at feng shengxuan in surprise. After all, this person used to have a much 

higher position than him in the team. Even King respected his opinion. 

So, how strong was his sister Ziyu? He was actually able to hypnotize this person to the point that he 

didn’t remember anything. 

Nangong Nuannuan had no other choice. She looked at Huang zichu and asked, ” zichu, has Ziyu ever 

encountered such a situation when she hypnotizes others before? ” 

“Never.” Huang zichu shook his head. 

zi yu’s mental strength was much stronger than the average person’s. even some of the top-tier 

criminals that fei ying had caught in the past could tell him everything under his sister’s hypnosis. 

However, Huang zichu would not say these words in front of Feng shengxuan. 

Seeing Nangong Nuannuan’s frown, Huang zichu couldn’t help but say, ” “But I’ve heard Ziyu say that 

when creating a hypnotic ‘domain’, the weaker the mental power of the person you meet, the easier it 

is to control the domain. on the contrary, huang zichu glanced at feng shengxuan and said, ” on the 

contrary, if this person’s spiritual power is stronger, then the more spiritual power she will have to 

consume. 

Feng shengxuan’s face was full of arrogance. 

Therefore, before hypnotizing him, he should also think about himself. 

nangong nuannuan shook her head. ” she has successfully created her domain. although it might have 

taken a lot of mental power, my brother was completely hypnotized. ” 

Feng shengxuan: 

I feel that Ziyu has been attacked in his own domain. 

“impossible.” huang zichu shook his head. 

“Why?” 

“because the domain was created by ziyu. as long as she enters the domain, she is a god. Everyone who 

was controlled by her to enter the domain would have their dreams follow the dreams she created. The 

grass, the trees, the people, and the scenery inside were all created by Zi Yu, except for the person who 

was being hypnotized. how could anyone possibly hurt her?” 
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is it possible that someone hypnotized my brother before and Ziyu let my brother enter her domain, so 

that person also entered Ziyu’s domain? ” 

After all, she had seen a black thing pop out of Feng shengxuan’s head, which was why Ziyu had been 

injured. 

“I don’t know about this Yingluo. It was impossible. Not only had he hypnotized people, but he had also 

helped them get rid of their hypnotism. He had even found the murderers of many bizarre murders by 

helping them get rid of their hypnotism. But Ziyu only told me that she’s the absolute master in her 

domain. However, I don’t know how to control it or how to erase the hypnosis.” 

Nangong Nuannuan nodded. it seems like we’ll have to wait until Ziyu wakes up. 

Nangong Nuannuan then looked at Gu Mingcheng and asked, ” “Did you bring the thing?” 

Gu Mingcheng nodded. I’ve already disinfected it. It can be used now. 

Nangong Nuannuan nodded and said to everyone, ” “Let Ziyu have a good sleep. Let’s all go out. Zichu, 

let me treat your leg.” 

“Alright,” he said. Huang zichu nodded. 

gu mingcheng was still a little worried and asked, ” ” chairman, when will ziyu wake up? ” 

Nangong Nuannuan pondered for a moment. I think tonight or tomorrow morning. I’ll give her 

acupuncture for the next few days, and she’ll be fine after seven days. Don’t worry.” 

“Thank you, Chairman.” 

“thank you, sister-in-law!” 

” ziyu was injured while helping my brother. i should be the one thanking him. ” 

Feng shengxuan felt all the pores on his body relax. 

No matter how close these people were to Nuannuan, they couldn’t be better than his. 

After they went outside, Nangong Nuannuan performed acupuncture on Huang zichu. After clearing the 

blood vessels in his legs that had formed a new blood clot due to strenuous exercise, she performed 

cupping. 

looking at the black and red blood that seeped out, huang zichu once again felt a sense of relief at 

having survived the disaster. at the same time, he felt deeply guilty for his actions of pulling up seedlings 

to help them. 

The blood that was sucked into the can was much darker than normal blood. It was obvious that it was a 

blood clot that had accumulated in the blood vessel wall. With so many blood clots formed, how could 

he possibly recover to his peak strength in the future? 

after the acupuncture and cupping session was over, nuan nuan looked at huang zichu and said 

seriously,”Zichu, I know that as a top-tier Special Forces soldier, you want to regain your previous skills. 

But sometimes, haste makes waste. Because your leg was heavily injured, it will need a long period of 



nourishment to recover. i’ve told you before that even though your surgery was very successful, you’ll 

need more than a year to fully recover. So, I hope you can use this time to recuperate and try not to let 

your legs bear the pressure from before. Do you know that?” 

huang zichu looked like a primary school student who had been taught and nodded seriously.”Don’t 

worry, sister-in-law. It’s enough for me to make such a stupid mistake once. I won’t make it a second 

time. i won’t let you down for saving me. ” 

nangong nuannuan smiled and nodded. ” i’ll be leaving first, then. don’t worry about ziyu. let her sleep 

well. ” I’ll come over tomorrow morning.” 

“Alright,” he said. 

As they sat in the car, Nangong Nuannuan looked at Feng shengxuan, who was looking out the window 

in silence. “Big brother, what are you thinking about?” 

feng shengxuan said slowly. 

 


